
 

Dress Committee Meeting 

25 May 2021  Via Zoom 

 

 

Present:   P Whiten (Chair),  K Bowen,  M Bilton,  S Bubb,  M Gilliland,  K Hyde,  E Mobsby 

 

Apologies: None 

 

Minutes of previous meeting: 

The last meeting scheduled for 5 March 2020 had to be cancelled and because of the pandemic 

was not able to be rescheduled. 

 

Current plans:  Dresses 

Purple dress 

There was much discussion on what to do about the length of the dresses as they are not all 

uniform.  KB suggested asking a group of ladies of different heights to wear their dresses so the 

committee could see the difference between having them all 2” below the knee or a set distance 

from the floor. 

It was decided the committee would be the group and ask Sandy Moss to join us so we have a 

good range of heights.   PW to arrange a date. 

MG said she had about 12 spare dresses.  Heather’s was particularly short and MG would see if 

one of the spare dresses would be a better fit for her. 

It was decided to leave the sparkly top for the moment. 

 

Future plans; 

Walkouts:  

Fleece: PW announced we have had an anonymous donation of £1000 that could be used to 

buy new fleeces as the black fleeces are looking old. After discussion on colour it was agreed to 

source a pink fleece and all were tasked to research suppliers.  Potential cost is £20 per fleece 

without logo. 

Trousers: All agreed that members own black trousers look ok, no action needed 

T.shirt:  The pink t.shirts need replacing. After discussion all agreed the chorus would be asked 

to buy their own black t.shirt and we would add the new logo. 

Dresses: 

Black dress:  All agreed these look good and the blue flower links them together. No action 

needed. 

Blue dress: This to be looked at some future date.  

Green 2 piece: MB has them stored in her loft.  They have been offered for sale but no takers.  

Will look at this again at a future date. 

 

KB suggested sourcing our new logo as a sew-on to cover our old logo and thus repurposing 

the black fleece. 

 

AOB 

Fundraising; 

SB has written to the Masonic asking for £1000 for our singing course. SB is also writing to the 

lottery asking for £10K, PW said to increase that to £15K. SB will highlight the benefits to 

mental health, community and physical wellbeing. 



SB is going to approach food manufacturers for raffle prizes with a view to having a chorus 

raffle once a month.  Chorus will also be asked if they want to donate an item for the raffle and 

possibly MG could create a basket of goods with those donations. 

KB offered to look at putting our logo on towels for a raffle prize.  PW will provide KB with 

the digital logo. 

 

Whatsapp 

MG will create a whatsapp group for the committee to make communication easier. 

 

Date of next meeting 

7:00pm Tuesday 22 June  at PWs home.  

All committee to bring their purple stage dress and Sandy Moss to be invited to bring hers. 

 


